VI
INTERLUDE—II
VESTIGES  OF   CIVILIZATION
there remain to us, even in our abysmally fallen state,
sufficient vestiges of the Golden Age and the Great Trade
Route . . . sufficient to let us deduce that ancient civiliza-
tion as accurately as scientists have deduced whole ages of
our planet from the eyelash of a pterodactyl.  ... In t]
swift atrophying of our morals, physique, and intellect \
are still distinguished by some hypocrisies, the simulacra
virtues that prevailed shortly after the Deluge* Very high
distinguished members of our oval body politic can st
dimly discern the nearly forgotten truism of Poor Richaj
to the effect that honesty is the best policy. That itself is
late development from the time when a simple oval world
Small Producers had not conceived the idea of breaking tl
rules of barter.
On the great tabu-grounds of the Route where th
bartering took place fairs are still carried on by itinera:
vendors. Their visits are regarded as seasons of rejoicin
and as a rule their trade is distinguished by greater hones
of transactions than are to be found in Detroit or Barcelon
You will find such fairs still going on seasonally at Samarkai
and Nijni Novgorod; at Beaucaire and Horncastle; at tl
Saintes Maries, Vienna, Salamanca, and many other place
At most of them the vendors give a year's credit to tl
purchasers and default happens very seldom,
Let us consider the romanichels who are the chief pu
veyors of these yearly festivals. You perceive a gai
dressed people reputed to come from a mysterious Eas
They are always given the names, that is to say, of citi
to the East of whoever names them. West of Egy]
they are called Egyptians; west of Rome, Egyptians <
Romany dials; west of Prague, Egyptians, romaniche]
or Bohemians. Their language contains many vestig

